LEGACY GIVING BENCH PROGRAM: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Can I pick out the type of bench?
For the sake of conformity in appearance and quality of product necessary for installation in a public space the LG board has identified the specific bench that will be installed on park grounds. The approved style of bench is the KirbyBuilt Hampton Bench.

Do I own the bench?
No, your purchase is a donation to Legacy Grove Park.

Will there be a plaque on the bench? If so, what can I put on it?
Yes, we will have a plaque made and mounted on the bench for you. We will provide specific guidelines regarding the number of lines and the text length available.

Who maintains the bench?
Legacy Greenscapes Park maintenance staff is responsible for the park benches' care, repair, and maintenance. Only if a bench is broken or deemed unsafe will it be replaced. Future development on park grounds may necessitate moving a bench. While every effort will be made to keep a bench in place, no guarantee can be made that it will not be moved.

How long does the process take?
The bench and plaque will only be reserved once payment is received in full and we have your finalized inscription. You will be sent a proof of the plaque and need to approve it before we place the order. Please allow four to six weeks for the plaque to be received and put in place. We will alert you when it is ready.

Can we have a small ceremony when the bench is ready?
Yes, you are welcome to gather by the bench during regular hours of operation as long as the gathering is not disruptive to other visitors and does not involve chairs and/or tables. Please note that Legacy Greenscapes and Legacy Grove Park cannot provide any “event” support. Dogs are welcome, provided they are on a leash. Please let us know if and when you plan to hold a ceremony so we can accommodate any schedule at the park.

Where in Legacy Grove Park is my bench placed?
Legacy Greenscapes pre-approves locations for benches at Legacy Grove Park. The Legacy Giving Bench Program has limited locations for placement. We will review these with you so that you may select a location if they are available.